LO O K B O O K

shop the look
Now that you’ve seen the stories,
you’re no doubt inspired to reimagine your
space. That’s where this dedicated
shopping guide comes in. In each
issue of House and Leisure, you’ll find
a LOOKBOOK that’s been
curated by our editors and showcases
the season’s decor trends and products
to help you get the look.
Ready, set, shop!

ON THE COVER Dancing pendant by Iskos-Berlin for MENU Space R21 735 from Establishment. Eames House Bird in brown by Vitra R4 500 from Créma Design. Curvature
Hook by Ferm Living R1 163 from Créma Design. Wooden pot (each piece varies) R990 from Cécile & Boyd. Blue Chair in natural timber R6 000 from Dokter and Misses.
Ashby table in travertine by Kevin Frankental POR from Lemon. Stone rug R45 960 from Roche Bobois. Kotori decorative bird in walnut by Marie Christine Dorner R12 000
(set of 4) from Ligne Roset. Afteroom plywood dining chair with upholstered seat in natural oak and leather by Afteroom Studio for MENU Space R18 547 from Establishment.
CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT Pink leopard rug by Doing Goods R3 990 from Pezula Interiors. Bloom light by Ferruccio Laviani for Kartell POR from True Design.
Immersed Birds in solid ash by Moisés Hernández R11 500 (set of 3) from Ligne Roset. Ciudad Guatemala rug R81 100 from Roche Bobois.
Ant™ chair in pale yellow by Arne Jacobsen for Fritz Hansen R14 800 from Limeline. Cut and polished objet R8 650 from David Reade Glass Art.
Circular fusion art in pastel R3 500 from Hertex Haus. Tube vase in green R1 380 from Vorster & Braye. Leopard barrel vase R420 from La Grange Interiors.
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Earthy textures, terracotta tones and natural
stone define the nomadic aesthetic

1. Vase with handles R1 499 from Zara Home. 2. Itawuli in rose quartz from R207 (hand towel) and R705 (bath sheet) both from Mungo.
3. Vola HV1 bathroom tap in brushed gold R9 720 from Still Bathrooms. 4. Créme de la Cream moisturiser in African mahogany R259. The Du-Pont moisturiser
in shea butter R279. All the Shade tinted moisturiser SPF30 in marula R299 all from lelive 5. Arigato textured tiles R3 220 / m² from Akashic. 6. Caribbean Sea
sponge R695 from Pezula Interiors. 7. Wall-mounted towel rack R1 495 from Weylandts. 8. Organic coffee table in teak R5 300 from La Grange Interiors.
9. Natural beeswax pillar candles from R120 all from De Nagmaal. 10. Rattan sofa R9 257 from 8 Degrees South. 11. Quartz carpet flooring in copper POR
from Quartz Carpet. Reclaimed oak in a raw finish R3 842 / m² from Oggie Hardwood Flooring. CemCote skimmed wall coating in straw POR from Cemcrete.
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Leafy prints, nature-inspired hues and organic shapes
bring a soothing tropical feel to your space

1. Plane tree leaves vase R3 500 from Bordallo Pinheiro. 2. Taco natural light R1 995 from Weylandts. 3. Kaiser Idell™ table lamp in dark green finish
by Christian Dell for Fritz Hansen R14 800 from Limeline. 4. Rattan headboard R8 050 (king) from 8 Degrees South. 5. Calathea makoyana plant R370 from Folha.
6. Timber shutters in balsam green from R4 255 / m² from Plantation Shutters. 7. Relax chair R9 100 from Palmy Living. 8. Four-door steel locker in mint R25 000
from Design Store. 9. Loves Me, Loves Me Not table in walnut (limited edition of 18) by John Vogel in collaboration with Justin Plunkett POR from
Southern Guild. 10. Skinny Leg side table R2 690 from LIM. 11. Magnolia tablecloth R3 800 from Isobel Sippel. 12. Harvest fabric in jade (on top)
from the Granada Collection R922 / m² and Meander embroidered fabric in leaf by Schumacher POR / m² both from St Leger & Viney.
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Raw finishes combined with a muted palette and
subtle accents of aqua inform the rustic mood

1. Curated ceramic tableware R3 740 (12 pieces) and Serve with Love round platter R1 380 all by Corinne de Haas from
Palmy Living. 2. Blue JoJo filter jug R415 from JoJo. 3. Retractable kitchen mixer in polished chrome by Meir R5 304 from Flush Bathrooms.
4. Memo table in light grey R6 400 (four-seater) from Dokter and Misses. 5. Wall-mounted pressed steel enamel-coated sink by Alape R4 025
from Flush Bathrooms. 6. Alessi Whistling Bird stovetop kettle R3 499 from Yuppiechef. 7. Mini Cocotte in marseille R399 from Le Creuset. 8. Calacatta
Statuario porcelain tile by Marble Lab R1 340 / m2 from Studio Masson and pure brushed European oak flooring and interior wall cladding
from the Authentic Collection by Hakwood POR from BestWood Flooring 9. Combi fridge-freezer in cream POR from Smeg. 10. Slingshot bar stool
in ochre brown and heritage papyrus R12 955 from Haldane Martin. 11. Sugar Cube side table in pigeon blue R1 749 from Popstrukt.
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Get the lunar look in your living space with geometric
shapes, metallic surfaces and galactic hues

1. Dulux paint in purple clouds available in various applications. Miami wallpaper R678 / m² from Lemon. Monocibec Dolomite tiles R699 / m² from
Stiles. 2. Easy Peasy lamp by Luca Nichetto R6 999 from Mood Makers. 3. Complete Element armchair in alcantara by Noé Duchaufour-Lawrance
R47 000 from Ligne Roset. 4. Samesyn chair R3 790 from Palmy Living. 5. Puzzle Arstyl® wall panels by Kamelia Terzieva R284 / m² from NMC.
6. Aloe vase R7 700 from David Reade Glass Art. 7. Glob mirror R1 795 from Aura Interiors. 8. Canevas Geo carpet in coral by Charlotte Lancelot R38 900
from Limeline. 9. Glacier Vase R16 500 from David Reade Glass Art. 10. Classic ceramic planter in double cream by Corinne de Haas from R632 from
Palmy Living. 11. Rico Divan Boucle chaise longue POR by Ferm Living from Créma Design.
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get the look
Curious about where to find the items you’ve
seen in our stories? Find the details here

The Nest, p164-181
ST R A P L I N E / fe at u re

t he

nest
Expanding an iconic house built to float above a forest
floor required sensitivity and smart design strategies that
would retain its serene relationship with nature
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The Cabin, p102-117

t he

c abin
Defined by the encounter between land and architecture,
Caracal, the new property at Cabine du Cap, is a
contemporary sanctuary in the tranquil Klein Karoo

Above and right As a fabricator and sculptor in the film industry, Francois leaned on his network of artisans to add personal touches to the interior,
such as the built-in leather headboard. The artwork is by Andrew Salgado. For specific details on items pictured, turn to our Lookbook insert.
Following two spreads The lounge looks out onto the pool and living green wall, a bold, lush statement as one enters the property that unifies
this level with the forest floor below. Decor pieces were carefully chosen to both complement the home’s wooden tones and soften its geometry
with organic shapes and textures.
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Previous spread and above Designed as a modern take on the classic cabin in the wild, Carcal’s contemporary geometry simultaneously blends in and
stands out in the stark, scrubby Karoo landscape. Left An outside shower with a view. For specific details on items pictured, turn to our Lookbook insert.
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This spread The sleek black kitchen accents the cabin’s steel construction. For specific details on items pictured, turn to our Lookbook insert. Following spread The interiors
are animated with details the owner’s love – a Chesterfield couch here, an old trunk there – and decorative elements that tell a story and make it feel like home.
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PAGE 104 : Valcu Buhera gourd R600 from Design Afrika.
Bolga fan R695 from Ashanti Design. Fir scatter cushion
R695 from Weylandts. Box-style double couch R4 200 and
Fancy Bench coffee table R1 735 both from Malawi Cane.
PAGE 110 : Magma plates from R225 and pasta bowls from
R275 all from Weylandts. Cactus vase in white R175 from
Pezula Interiors. Ole glasses in chocolate R495 (set of 6)
from Weylandts. PAGE 111 : Octopus lampshade (on wall)
R600 from Design Afrika. Hardwood chair in solid oak R4 370
from James Mudge.

PAGE 168 : Kitchen by Valcucine. About A Stool AAS39 by Hay R14 771 from Créma Design. Eames House Bird in black and white
by Vitra R4 500 each from Créma Design. Brown bottle POR from Mervyn Gers. Puck cocktail glass by Tom Dixon R1 577 (set of 2)
from Créma Design. PAGE 170 : Custom-made dining table (10-seater) by Gregor Jenkin. Kompass bridge chair R21 900 by Roche
Bobois. Perch Branch light by Moooi R90 248 (large) from Créma Design. Etched stone coffee table R4 495 from Weylandts.
PAGE 171 : Black Bird lamps (Waiting and Playing, bulbs not shown) by Marcantonio for Seletti R6 779 from Desert Cart.
Taft ceramic pot in white R495 from La Grange Interiors. Green ceramic candle holders, bowls and plates POR by Mervyn Gers.
Ripple champagne saucer by Ferm Living R1 010 from Créma Design. Spiral candle in olive R225 (set of 2) and Taper candle in ivory
R175 (set of 2) from Melle Studio. Hand-dyed linen napkin in savanah R999 (set of 4) from Isobel Sippel. Adams champagne
glass R140 from Cécile & Boyd. PAGE 172 : Metal bubble vase in dark green R1 200 from Cécile & Boyd. Linen throw R4 500 and handpainted vintage cushion with stitched detail R1 450 both from Isobel Sippel. Coffee cup POR by Mervyn Gers. PAGE 173 : Thomas knitted
lambswool hot water bottle POR and Fordington cushion POR both by Harriett Grist for CHICKPEA. Birdie table lamp by Foscarini R7 632
from Créma Design.

The Pavilion, p200-207

The Sandcastle, p148-163
L I V E / the san dcastle

t he

pavilion

the

s a nd
c as tle
Sandcastle Villa’s singular silhouette sees sculptural towers
reach skyward in enigmatic opposition to bold lines
that follow the endless horizon

160

We let our hosts know that we’ve arrived, switch off the engine and breathe
in the silence. Before long, we hear the hum of a motor and spot a figure
on the horizon astride a quad bike, silhouetted by the Hockney blues of
ocean meeting sky. Like a Mad Max-inspired Vogue shoot, our hostess Cara
Skye – all large dark glasses and billowing wisps of fabric – waves warmly,
dismounts and opens the gate in one easy movement, before speeding
off again. The owners bought the 252-hectare property in the mid-90s
and completed the holiday home in 1998. Under the management of Cara
and life-long friend Claire Helyar, Sandcastle has recently become available
to rent for an exclusive-use self- or fully-catered stay.
Curiosity piqued, we follow Cara somewhat more slowly, taking in
a tower of giraffe. Their furry ossicones stand out against the sky in an
uncanny resemblance to the villa’s distinctive mounds that are now visible
in the distance, nestled between the trees. The last stretch of driveway is
bordered by tall euphorbia or coral cactus. After the vast, open, rugged
Eastern Cape shrubland, this green tunnel temporarily shuts everything out
and narrows your focus on the entrance, one terracotta tower rising up
ahead. In a bewitching green flash you’re out of the avenue and met with
the widescreen impact of the villa.
Two large Easter Island-inspired heads stand vigil, solemnly welcoming
guests. Even they are dwarfed by the expanse of sky. Taking it all in, I get
the feeling that I’ve been shrunk, an impression that’s only amplified by
Sandcastle’s suitably voluminous proportions. Rather than being diminished
or dated by the decades, it’s the villa’s defiant nonconformity that makes
it timeless. ‘The owners’ desire from the outset was to create a space that
challenged conventional norms and responded to a different rhythm of
life,’ says architect David Mealin. Avid travellers and collectors of African
art and artefacts, it was their appreciation for forms found in nature and
the earthy moulded curves of adobe construction that inspired the design.
‘It draws its aesthetic from the natural world and from memories and
dreams of places once visited,’ adds David.
Plastered in pigmented white cement, lime and sand sourced from the
beach, the termite mound towers appear as if they were shaped by the
elements and prevailing winds. They are the anchors intersected by the
building’s angular horizontal planes, which spread outwards in a 1 600m2

honeycomb sprawl. ‘The spatial arrangement is cellular and organic
and references structures found in nature,’ explains David. ‘The internal
arrangement is reminiscent of insects’ nests or fan corals.’
It’s a layout that encourages exploration and offers ample opportunity
to retreat further into your own private space. ‘Sandcastle lets its secrets
unfold slowly,’ says David, ‘allowing guests to find favourite spaces,
unexpected views, and experience interesting journeys through the building
during the course of their stay.’ The villa faces south, towards the sea,
fanning out in a gently curving axis, east to west. An abundance of glass
ensures a continuous connection to the environment, as well as a persistent
awareness of the structure. Around every corner, a new perspective awaits.
‘The daily movement of the sun through the house transforms its spaces
and gives life to the walls and the textures on them,’ David continues.
Clerestory windows frame the tops of the towers and invite in the sky,
allowing the sun to penetrate the interiors and set the pace for the day. The
bedrooms in the east are flooded with yellow morning light, while the living
space in the west is bathed in a golden afternoon glow as you watch the
sun set from a deep, comfy chair. The play of light and shadow changes
how you experience the same space throughout the day.
David refers to himself as a ‘response architect’, explaining that
he designs in response to the setting. I would add another facet to
the definition: design that elicits response. Complemented by the
calm, understated interiors, Sandcastle is a mood. The journey may
have ended when we arrived at the gate, but the place provokes an
expedition inwards.
‘Villlas and retreats are inherently mystical buildings that allow us
to escape from our own reality and explore new versions of ourselves;
to rediscover and reinvent the person we are and return to our daily lives
with fresh perspectives, new philosophies and a renewed zest for life,’
says David. ‘These buildings are meant to challenge norms and inspire
the people who visit them. They are meant to possess a mythical intrigue
that expands our consciousness and sense of wellbeing beyond the
experience of our everyday.’
Sandcastle Villa [sandcastlesa.com]

Right Dreamy dappled light in the sheltered courtyard encourages long, lazy lunches. For specific details on items pictured, turn to our Lookbook insert.
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PAGE 161 : Piccadilly wine glasses in chocolate R895 (set of 6) from Weylandts. Ceramic vase POR from Jade Paton. Woodrose
linen napkin R139 from Woven Green. Fish carafe R675 from Pezula Interiors. Tamegroute side plate POR from The Storer.
PAGE 165 : Stoneware fish vase in green R695 from Pezula Interiors. Fish carafe R675 from Pezula Interiors. Piccadilly wine glasses
in chocolate R895 (set of 6) from Weylandts. Carafe with grass sleeve R890 from Pezula Interiors. Karoo cups in yellow POR from
Clementina Ceramics. Xhosa glass holders R570 (set of 6) from Design Afrika. Blue striped linen napkin R139 from Woven Green.
Tamegroute side plates POR from The Storer. Magma plates from R295 from Weylandts. Hand-blown glass tumblers in blue R178 (short)
and R184 (tall) both from Wiid Design. Natural cotton cloth R1 350 from Design Afrika. Indigo block cushions R525 from Woven Green.
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A beautiful wood and steel gym pavilion set on Graham Paarman’s
family estate in Constantia, Cape Town, has transformed a simple
exercise routine into an immersive and tranquil experience
Left From the inside, clerestory windows, subtly lit with strip lights from Establishment, reveal how the roof ‘flips up’, offering views into the branches. The gym’s aesthetic
is carried through in the cedar ceilings and panelling, timber floors by BestWood Flooring, and sleek black finishes with a contemporary tap from Still Bathrooms. This page
Indoor plants, nature-focused artworks, earthy tones and textures, and touches of green provide a sense of unity, tranquillity and connection to the surrounding landscape.
Art imitates life in the guest suite, with inspiration taken from the lush setting. For specific details on items pictured, turn to our Lookbook insert.
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PAGE 206 : Deep frame round clock in natural birch R599 from KNUS. Milk Bench R6 250 from Houtlander. Butterfly stool by Vitra
R13 953 from Créma Design. Vola KV1 sink mixer in black R17 528 from Still Bathrooms. Eames House Bird in black by Vitra R4 500 from
Créma Design. Black vase POR from Jade Paton. Terracotta container R4 140 and terracotta KAN jug R3 335 both from Wiid Design
Bizen Ware hexagonal sake cup R980 and sake bottle R950 both from Waza. Papier-mâché bowl R760 from Pezula Interiors.
PAGE 207 : Top left (table top) Dewi plate R700 (extra large) and Berry bowl R2 200 from La Grange Interiors. Hand-blown glass
tumbler in green R184 from Wiid Design. Far right (dining area) Check Check Said II by Jeanne Gaigher framed paper print R2 500 from
Lemon. Dewi plates from R420 and Berry bowl R2 200 from La Grange Interiors. U-planter and tray in terracotta R1 012 (21cm)
and R1 809 (27cm) from Vorster & Braye. Roots vase in terracotta R1 255 and Roots vase in buff R890 both from Vorster & Braye.
Terracotta candle holders POR from Jade Paton. Bagatelle dining armchairs R2 990 each from Pezula Interiors. Bottom left (bedroom)
‘Wither With Me 1’ (2020) by Emma Nourse R4 500 from Salon 91. ‘An Accord’ oil painting by Marolize Southwood R2 900.
‘A Sense of Spaciousness’ oil painting by Heidi Fourie R8 000. African stools in light cork R8 970 from Wiid Design. Cotton cloth in
natural R1 350 from Design Afrika. Slow Meander wallpaper R590 / m² from Lemon.

stockists
@home home.co.za
8 Degrees South eightdegreessouth.com
Acre Studio acrestudio.co.za
Akashic Tiles akashictiles.co.za
Alfie’s Fuzzy Friends @alfiesfuzzyfriends
Arrange Studio arrangestudio.co.za
Ashanti Design ashantidesign.com
Aura Interiors aurainteriors.co.za
BestWood Flooring bestwood.co.za
Block & Chisel blockandchisel.co.za
Bofred bofred.co.za
Bordallo Pinheiro bordallopinheiro.co.za
Cécile & Boyd cecileandboyds.com
Cemcrete cemcrete.co.za
Central Shop @central_ct
Ceri Müller cerimuller.com
Clementina Ceramics clementina.co.za
Country Road woolworths.co.za
Créma Design cremadesign.co.za
David Reade Glass Art davidreadeglassart.co.za
De Nagmaal denagmaal.com
Desert Cart desertcart.co.za
Design Afrika designafrika.co.za
Design Store designstore.co.za
Dokter and Misses dokterandmisses.com
Dulux Paint dulux.co.za
Establishment establishment.co.za
Eva Ceramics evamakesceramics.com
Feral Kate @feral_kate
Flush Bathrooms flushbathrooms.co.za
Folha folhashop.com
Generation generationdesign.co.za
Gregor Jenkin gregorjenkin.com
H&M hm.com/za
Haldane Martin haldane.co.za
Harriett Grist harriettgrist.com
Heatherwick Studio heatherwick.com
Heidi Fourie @heidi_fourie
Hemelhuijs hemelhuijs.co.za
Herringbone herringbone.co.za
Hertex Haus hertexhaus.co.za
Holloway Studio @holloway_za
Hot Days, Cool Books @hotdays.coolbooks
Houtlander houtlander.co.za
Isobel Sippel isobelsippel.com
Jade Paton @jadepatonceramics
James Mudge jamesmudge.com
Jan Ernst jan-ernst.com
JoJo jojo.co.za
KNUS knus.co
La Grange Interiors lagrangeinteriors.co.za
Le Creuset lecreuset.co.za
Lelive leliveafrica.com
Lemon lemon.za.com
Ligne Roset lignerosetsa.co.za

LIM lim.co.za
Limeline limeline.co.za
Lungiswa Joe @lungiswajoe
Malawi Cane Furniture malawicane.com
Marolize Southwood @marolizes
Matte matte.co.za
Melle Candles melle-studio.co.za
Memory Lane Antiques facebook.com/nowandthenvintage
Mervyn Gers Ceramics mervyngers.com
Meuble Fine Furniture meuble.store
Moat Designs moatdesigns.com
Mood Makers moodmakers.shop
Mungo mungo.co.za
Neimil @_neimil
Newport Lighting newport.co.za
NMC nmcsa.co.za
Nothing Else To Add nothingelsetoadd.com
Oggie Hardwood Flooring oggieflooring.com
Okay Now Studio @okay.now.studio
Okra Candle okracandle.co.za
Onsite Gallery onsitegallery.co.za
Opia Design opiadesign.co.za
Palmy Living palmyliving.com
Pezula Interiors pezulainteriors.co.za
Pinda Design @pindadesign
Plantation Shutters plantation.co.za
Popstrukt popstrukt.com
Publik Wine publik.co.za
Reframd reframd.com
Reisinger Studio reisinger.studio
Ride a White Swan @ride_a_white_swan
Roche Bobois roche-bobois.com
Salon 91 salon91.co.za
Smeg smeg-online.co.za
Sobeit sobeitstudio.com
Southern Guild southernguild.co.za
Spazio Lighting spaziolighting.com
St Leger & Viney stleger.co.za
Stiles stiles.co.za
Still Bathrooms still.za.com
Studio Masson studiomasson.co.za
Suvspaces @suvspaces
The Storer thestorer.co
TheUrbanative theurbanative.com
True Design truedesign.co.za
Valcucine valcucinesa.co.za
Via Wax viawaxstudio.com
Vorster & Braye vorsterandbraye.co.za
Waza Shop wazashop.co.za
Weylandts weylandts.co.za
Wiid Design wiiddesign.co.za
Woven Green woven-green.com
Wunders wunders.co.za
Yuppiechef yuppiechef.com
Zara Home zarahome.com/za

This page, from left Calibri lounge chair in Orsetto fabric R66 620 from Roche Bobois. Conica pendant light in oak veneer R3 300 from Spazio. Stainless steel
watering can in antique gold R449 from @home. Paperweight R1 700 from David Reade Glass Art. Tube vase in yellow R1 380 from Vorster & Braye.

